
LOGO UNVEILING (3.07.2019) 

The Logo Unveiling Ceremony of the Students Union 2019-20 was beheld with great 

excitement and eagerness by students and faculty alike. The Union logo – ‘Envision’ was 

officially unveiled separately for the first and second shifts in two elaborate ceremonies. In 

the absence of the Principal, the Secretary Sr. Susan Matheikal fmm presided over the 

programme. Apart from unveiling the logo, she delivered a prayer after the Welcome Address 

by the Students Union President and gave away the badges to the Union members and 

Executive Representatives.  

After the logo was unveiled with sheer jubilation, each of the Union members elaborated on 

the various aspects of the logo such as the components, significance of the colours used and 

the name ‘Envision,’ the motto, Vision 2020 and the social theme. 

The logo struck a commendable balance between ideology and aesthetics. It comprises half 

of a compass, half of a dial and a needle with an arrowhead pointing upwards. The compass 

stands for direction. The dial stands for precision and the arrow reflects progress. The colour 

grey stands for neutrality and balance, rose gold is a colour that appears refined and 

composed and white defines inclusiveness. Envision, a powerful word meaning visualizing 

future possibilities is indicative of the Students’ Union envisioning of a better & brighter 

campus with an active, jubilant and inclusive student community. 

Enable denoted the responsibility of supporting, motivating and inspiring one another, 

Emerge is synonymous with the constant fight against inhibitions and emerging out of the 

dark and Excel stands for hard work to achieve excellence. The Students Union aims to 

emulate certain ideals that Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam put forth in his Vision 2020 – inclusiveness, 

working in symphony, intellectually and culturally stimulating campus environment and 

transparent and responsible governance. By choosing ‘Advocacy for Mental Health’ as the 

social theme, the Union believes in destigmatizing mental issues and accompanying fellow 

students to overcome their inhibitions. 

The programme concluded with a vote of thanks and college song. This was followed by group 

photographs with the Deans and Executive Representatives. 

 

 

 

  
 

  


